School of Magic - Logic Grid

Four apprentice wizards participated in the yearly contest, earning points for their Houses. Which wand belongs to Lynn?

1. The wizard with a lavender wand is in Ravenel or Sparrowan, and earned 50 or 60 points.
2. Gorgonscale earned 10 points less than Sparrowan.
3. Lynn scored 20 points less than the wizard with the incense wand.
4. Timmy scored 70 or 80 points. He is in Gorgonscale or Hydraden.
5. Among Bennie and the wizard from Sparrowan, one earned 70 points and the other has the lavender wand.
6. The mandragore wand belongs to Edward or to the House of Hydraden.
7. Ravenel didn't earn 60 points and Edward is not among its wizards.
8. Bennie scored 10 points more than Edward.
9. The wizard with the mandragore wand didn't earn 70 points.
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